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80' s movie stars now and then

Paramount It's not easy for stand-up comics to break into movies, and many of those who do have been relegated to play best friend and comic relief support characters for their entire careers. Sometimes, though, a comic is able to cross and become a full-blown movie star. Here are 10 such comedians. Glulio Marcocchi/Getty Images
Steve Martin was one of the biggest stand-up comics in the world (the first to sell out stadiums) when he made his first foray into film with The Jerk in 1979 and hasn't looked back since. Though he began heading zany comedies (such as The Man With Two Brains), it wasn't long before Martin softened and sealed in romantic comedy
(Roxanne, which he also wrote) and even comedy dramas (such as Aircraft, Trains and Cars). These days, Martin is able to shift from broad family comedies (Cheaper by the Dozen) to mainstream Hollywood fare to more personal passion projects (Shopgirl, adapted from his novella). He's a real movie star. Andrew H. Walker/Getty
Images At 19, Eddie Murphy was already a stand-up comic and cast member of Saturday Night Live, becoming that show's breakout star. In just two years, he became a movie star when he appeared in 1982's 48 Hrs. Murphy, the '80s, headed hugely successful movies like Beverly Hills Cop, Coming to America, and The Golden Child
while still maintaining a stand-up career, even two stand-up concert films, Delirious and during the decade. Bad script choices and vanity projects led to a string of critical and commercial disappointments by the '90s and 2000s (including Vampire in Brooklyn and Meet Dave), though Murphy still gives movies headlines and was even
nominated for an Oscar in 2007 for his turn in Dreamgirls. Pascal le Segretain/Getty Images Jim Carrey not only made the transition from stand-up comedian to Hollywood actor - he became the biggest, highest-paid actor in the world. Rocking to superstars with Ace Ventura: Pet Detective, Carrey drove a steady stream of massive hits for
the first half of the 1990s (including The Mask and Dumber) until The Cable Guy, a dark comedy that Carrey ordered his $20 million payday (the biggest at the time) but also made for his first commercial failure. Carrey bounced back, but his career was uneven from there. Eventually, he began to alternate dramatic work (including a
revelatory show in the Andy Kaufman biopic Man on the Moon) in smaller movies with his usual broad comedies. He's still a star — just a little blurred. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Jamie Foxx is the rare comedian who didn't really hit it big in movies until he started appearing in dramatic roles — like his main show in Ray, for which he was
awarded the 2004 Best Actor Oscar — and is now better known as a dramatic actor than a One. The goofy man she started on the sketch comedy series In Living Color is now the star of movies like Collateral, Miami Vice, and The Soloist. In 2010, Foxx finally came back his comedic roots stars opposite Robert Downey Jr. and Zach
Galifianakis on deadline day. Adam Sandler followed Eddie Murphy's career path: young stand-up, breaking out star of Saturday Night Live-turned-great movie star. Only, unlike Murphy, does Sandler's film career show no signs of slowing down. Start in cult comedies like Billy Madison and Happy Gilmore before you find giant mainstream
success with The Wedding Singer and The Waterboy. For nearly two decades, Sandler has alternated blockbuster comedies (of which he co-wrote) such as Big Daddy, You Don't Mess with the Zohan and Grown Ups with more movies outside his comfort zone — critically-acclaimed, respectable adult fare like Punch-Drunk Love and
Spanglish. Like Jim Carrey before him, Sandler went from stand-up comic to one of the biggest movie stars in the world. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Robin Williams pretty much sets the template for comedians breaking into movies: Start as a wildly popular cult comedian, get your own network sitcom adapted specifically for your style of
comedy and then start accepting starring roles in Hollywood films. Williams' early starring roles - in films such as Moscow on the Hudson, The World According to Garp, and Popeye - were far more interesting than the unpleasant, pandering family comedies he would make later in his career. Still, Williams had the ability to surprise us all
from time to time with his dramatic innings and remains the comedian nominated for more Oscars than any other (three Best Actor nominations and one Best Supporting Actor win for 1997's Good Will Hunting). Larry Busacca/Getty Images Whoopi Goldberg is one of the few stand-up comedians who went straight from the stage to big
movie stars: Her first role was the lead in a Steven Spielberg film (1985's The Color Purple). She spent the rest of the '80s in a succession of star vehicles (Jumpin' Jack Flash, Burglar, Fatal Beauty) who couldn't find much box office traction, but her career reached new heights with her Oscar-winning supporting turn in 1990's Ghost.
Between that film and the hugely successful Sister Act in 1992, Goldberg became a major movie star. Her movie career, however, pretty much peaked at that point and the rest of her theatrical output in the '90s went back to disposable fare like Eddie, The Associate and Made in America. Ethan Miller/Getty Images Absurdist comic Zach
Galifianakis tossed around in supporting roles in mostly forgettable comedies (including Heartbreakers, Bubble Boy, and Out Cold) and one forgettable TV series (Tru Calling on Fox) before finally finding mainstream success in 2009's breakout comedy hit The Hangover. Though that movie was a big word-of-mouth success, it was
Galifianakis who peed it off the most — his was the show that everyone talked about and wondered who it was? By 2010, Galifianakis was a full-on film give leading man performances both dramatically (in It's Kid from a Funny Story) and comedic, comical, with Hangover director Todd Phillips for the road movie. Brian Friedman/Comedy
Central Comedian Russell Brand was already a successful comedian in his native England when he appeared in a supporting role in the 2008 romantic comedy, essentially stealing every one of his scenes. That show (coupled with some high-profile American gigs like hosting the MTV VMAs for two years straight and a Comedy Central
stand-up special) gave him to movie stars, leading to starring roles in 2010's Get Him to the Greek (in which Brand actually reprised his Sarah Marshall character) and a remake of the Dudley Moore classic Arthur. It's only a matter of time before Brand follows in the footsteps of some of his comedian predecessors and takes a dramatic
role. Jason Merritt/Getty Images Kevin James is one of the few comedians to successfully move over from stand-up to his own hit sitcom to movie stars. It didn't hurt that his first major role versus Will Smith was in 2005's Hitch, but James quietly stole that film and set the stage for his big-screen career. However, when he paired up with
his pal Adam Sandler, movie stars came quickly. The pair scored hits with I Now Pronounce You Chuck and Larry in 2007 and Grown Ups in 2010, but it was the enormous, surprise success (grossing more than $100 million) from James' 2009 leading man vehicle Paul Blart: Mall Cop (produced by Sandler) that listed James' status as a
full-blown movie star He can hold the screen all himself. Hollywood's greatest actors were in a wide range of successful films. A24; Chuck Zlotnick/Sony Pictures Entertainment; New Line Theater; Universal From emerging talents to established movie stars, read on for the best films 50 beloved actors have so far in, according to critic
scores on Rotten Tomatoes. Note: Documentaries are not included in considering an actor's highest-rated feature. Critical scores were current on the date of publication and are subject to change. Ana de Armas in Knives Out. Lionsgate Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: In killing mystery Knives Out, Detective Benoit Blanc (Daniel
Craig) and Lieutenant Elliott (LaKeith Stanfield) investigate the suspicious death of crime novel Harlan Thrombey (Christopher Plummer) by interviewing his squatters heirs and his nurse Marta Cabrera (Ana de Armas). A tightly wound thriller from start to finish, Knives Out impressed critics with its top-notch theater, writing, and acting. Joe
Morgenstern wrote for the Wall Street Journal, Entertainment that is as smart, witty, stylish and exciting as any movie lover could wish. Anthony Mackie in The Hate U Gee. 20th Century Fox Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: In The Hate U Give, based on the novel by Angie Thomas, starr Carter High School (Amandla Stenberg)
tries to keep her home life and school life separate, but after her childhood friend Khalil (Algee Smith) was killed by a she finds herself taking a public role in her community. Anthony Mackie played an integral role in the film as King, a local gang leader and the stepfather of Starr's best friend. It delivers a knockout-down punch that
resonates with poignant persistence, a sobering reality and a blistering performance from Amandla Stenberg, Zehra Phelan wrote for Flavor Force. Elliot Page has voiced a character in My Life as a Zucchini. GKIDS Rotten Tomatoes score: 99%Summary: In My Life as a Zucchini, also known as Ma Vie de Courgette, after a tragic accident
let him have orphans, Zucchini (voiced in English by Erick Abbate) fits life into a Swiss orphanage and grows closer to the officer (voiced in English by Nick Offerman) In the English dub of French film Elliot Page provided the voice of Rosy. With a glorious animation style and dark story, My Life was received as a Zucchini as a striking,
original film. Somewhere in the mysterious space between the script and the animation, 'My Life as a Courgette' boasts moments from... essential human truth that will leave you flooring, Kevin Maher wrote for The Times. Emma Watson in Ballet Shoes. BBC One Rotten Tomatoes score: 100%Summary: Based on the novel by Noel
Streatfeild, Ballet Shoes is set in 1930s London and follows the adventures of three young girls - Pauline (Emma Watson), Petrova (Yasmin Paige), and Posy (Lucy Boynton) - after they were adopted by an eccentric explorer ( A transformative family drama with plenty of heart, Ballet Shoes has earned admiration from critics across the
board. As I watched 'Ballet Shoes', I felt like a time machine transported me to London in the 1930s and then set me in the midst of this amazing humanist story, Betty Jo Tucker wrote for Reel Talk Movie Reviews. Pedro Pascal in Ashes Beale Street could speak. Plan B Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 95%Summary: In this
compelling drama set in 1970s Harlem, young Tish (KiKi Layne) and her fiancé, Alonzo (Stephan James), face unexpected challenges when Alonzo is arrested for a crime he didn't commit. Pascal briefly appeared in the drama as Pietro Alvarez. If Beale Street Could Speak Captive Critics With Its Tender, Moving Story About Love and
Injustice. [Barry] Jenkins' 'If Beale Street Could Talk' is a beautiful, omhuk film, Hannah Giorgis wrote for The Atlantic. And one of his most poignant wins is how clearly it captures the depth and complication of intimacy among its Black characters. Daniel Kaluuya in Get Out. Universal Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 98%Summary: When
his girlfriend Rose (Allison Williams) invites him on a trip upstate to meet her family, Chris (Daniel Kaluuya) is anxious to impress them. But after their weekend getaway raises bone-chilling questions, Chris only hopes he can escape with his life. Written and directed by Jordan Peele, Get received rave reviews, which called it an intelligent
horror comedy that kept viewers on the edge of their seats. Held. seduced, undermined and manipulated hearing expectations — as the masters Alfred Hitchcock, John Carpenter and Stanley Kubrick did before him, Anne Thompson wrote for Indie Wire. Ezra Miller in The Benefits of a Wallflower. Summit Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes
score: 86%Summary: After noticing that freshman loner Charlie (Logan Lerman) can use some friends, high school seniors Sam (Watson) and Patrick (Ezra Miller) take him under their wing and introduce him to parties, good music, and the Rocky Horror Picture Show. A film that felt universal and extremely personal at the same time,
Benefits of a Wallflower, based on the novel by Stephen Chbosky, was praised as a gently empowering coming-of-age film. Stephen Chbosky directs with sensitive confidence and wrings impressive work from his young leads, film critic Chris Carpenter wrote. Lucy Liu has voiced a character in The Tale of Princess Kaguya. Universal
Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 100%Summary: Found as a nyf in a small bamboo steal, Princess Kaguya (voiced in English by Chloë Grace Moretz) grows up to be a promising woman in her town and challenges potential suitors to impossible tasks. In the English version of the animated movie, Lucy Liu voiced Lady Sagami, Kaguya's
label coach. The Tale of Princess Kaguya is highly praised as a remarkable and beautifully animated feature. As you'd expect from the co-founder of Studio Ghibli, [Isao] Takahata created a ravishing, technically perfect product and the hand-drawn, watercolour images that explode with soft, humorous details, Charlotte O'Sullivan wrote for
the London Evening Standard. Amy Adams in Catch me if you can. DreamWorks SKG Rotten Tomatoes score: 96%Summary: Inspired by true events, Catch me if you can details the extraordinary life of artist Frank Abagnale Jr. (Leonardo DiCaprio), who disguises himself as a pilot, lawyer, and doctor while on the run from the FBI. Amy
Adams had a supporting role as a young nurse named Brenda falling for Frank. Catch me if you can have woven critics with his incredible story and charming leads. The lighthearted tone and clever pacing allows for unrelenting entertainment, plenty of natural humor, and [Steven] Spielberg's knack for sympathizing with antiheroes, Mike
Massie wrote for Gone With the Twins. Jack Quaid in Logan Lucky. FilmNation Entertainment Rotten Tomatoes score: 92%Summary: In the crime comedie Logan Lucky, the Logan family - Jimmy (Channing Tatum), Clyde (Adam Driver), and Mellie (Riley Keough) - recruit demolition expert Joe Bang (Craig) to help them steal money from
the Charlotte Motor Speedway. Jack Quaid had a supporting role in the film as Fish Bang, Joe's younger brother. Logan Lucky earned a warm reception from critics, who fell in love with the hapless characters in the middle of his oddball story. [Director Steven] know how to develop good characters and maximize the talent at his disposal,
Ricardo Gallegos wrote for Pólvora. Written. Lucky' is a brilliant example of that. Will Smith in Men in Black. Columbia Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 92%Summary: In Men in Black, a young cop named James Darrel Edwards (Will Smith) is approached by a galactic organization. Now Agent J, the rookie teams up with Agent K (Tommy
Lee Jones) to save the planet from male aliens. Critics said Men in Black were bolstered by high-concept storytelling, pioneering special effects, and witty dialogue.' Men in Black' are the loudest, sharpest, most entertaining special effects film in recent memory, a simultaneous contestant and mock parody of the more-bang-for-your-goat
behemoth genre, Paul Tatara wrote for CNN. Mark Wahlberg and John C. Reilly in Boogie Nights. New Line Cinema Rotten Tomatoes score: 93%Summary: Set in the early 1970s, Boogie Nights follows the meteoric rise of teenage busboy Eddie Adams (Mark Wahlberg) after being discovered by a director in the adult-entertainment
industry. John C. Reilly had a central role in the film as Reed Rothchild, a fellow actor in the industry. Worn by an incredible ensemble cast, Boogie Nights was received as a riveting comedic drama. It's remarkable that [Seymour Hoffman] was able to stand out — it's packed with great performances from some of the best of the best: Don
Cheadle, John C. Reilly, William H. Macy, Heather Graham, and of course Burt Reynolds, wrote Charles Mudede for The Stranger. Lupita Nyong'o in Black Panther. Marvel Rotten Tomatoes score: 96%Summary: After losing his father, T'Challa (Chadwick Boseman) prepares to take his place as king of Wakanda but appears a challenger
to the throne, Killmonger (Michael B. Jordan). Lupita Nyong'o played opposite Boseman as Nakia. In a long line of Marvel movies, Black Panther stood out as an exciting superhero installment with amazing food, effects, and performances. When it comes to creative footage, engaging action and pleasant characters, 'Black Panther'
confidently stands next to the best fare offered by the Marvel Cinematic Universe, Matthew Rozsa wrote for Salon. Paul Rudd in Avengers: Endgame. Disney/Marvel Rotten Tomatoes score: 94%Summary: After the villainous Thanos deals with a devastating blow to half the universe, the remaining Avengers, including Steve Rogers (Chris
Evans), Tony Stark (Downey Jr.), and Scott Lang (Paul Rudd), come together and concoct a last-ditch effort to save humanity. Critics loved Avengers: Endgame for the costume, theater, editing and effects. The only complaint about 'Avengers: Endgame' is that it raises the bar so high that there might never be a superhero movie to match
it, Matthew Norman wrote for the London Evening Standard. Tessa Thompson in Sylvie's Love. Amazon Prime Video Rotten Tomatoes score: 100%Summary: Set in the 1950s and 1960s, Sylvie's Love follows Sylvie (Tessa Thompson) and Robert Asomugha) through the years, from their first meeting at a record store in Harlem to
encounter years later. In the capable hands of his cast and crew, this dazzling period romance was a winner for critics. The period setting, sumshed score, beautiful costume design, Tessa Thompson — there's a lot to be enjoyed in this type of film, which doesn't come along very often, Fiona Underhill wrote for Jump Cut. Emma
Thompson and Kate Winslet in Sense and Sensibility. Columbia Pictures Rotten Tomatoes score: 97%Summary: Adapted from the novel by Jane Austen, Sense and Sensibility centers on Elinor (Emma Thompson) and her sister, Marianne Dashwood (Kate Winslet), in the early 1800s England. After their father passes away, the
Dashwood sisters try to find suitors and restore their place in high society. Brought to life by a talented cast, Sense and Sensibility has been praised as a wonderful translation of Austen's beloved work. Michael Wilmington wrote for the Chicago Tribune, This movie, made with love and wit, reminds us how much charm, lifelines, passion,
good sense — and sensitivity — Jane Austen offers. More: Features Freelancer Evergreen Story Film Film
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